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Abstract—PyQtGraph is a plotting library with high performance, cross-platform support and interactivity as its primary objectives. These goals are achieved by connecting the Qt GUI framework and the scientific Python ecosystem. The end result is a plotting library that supports using native python data types and NumPy arrays to drive interactive visualizations on all major operating systems. Whereas most scientific visualization tools for Python are oriented around publication-quality plotting and browser-based user interaction, PyQtGraph occupies a niche for applications in data analysis and hardware control that require real-time visualization and interactivity in a desktop environment. The well-established framework supports line plots, scatter plots, and images, including time-series 3D data represented as 4D arrays, in addition to the basic drawing primitives provided by Qt.

For datasets up to several hundred thousand points, real-time rendering speed is achieved by optimized interaction with the Python bindings of the Qt framework. For enhanced image processing capabilities, PyQtGraph optionally integrates with CUDA. This ensures rendering capabilities are scalable with increasing data demands. Moreover, this improvement is enabled simply by installing the CuPy library, i.e. requiring no in-depth user configurations. PyQtGraph provides interactivity not only for panning and scaling, but also through mouse hover, click, drag events and other common native interactions. Since PyQtGraph uses the Qt framework, the user can substitute their own intended application behavior to those events if they feel the library defaults are not appropriate. This flexibility allows the development of customized and streamlined user interfaces for data manipulation.

The included parameter tree framework allows straightforward interactions with arbitrary user functions and configuration settings. Callbacks execute on changing parameter values, even asynchronously if requested. An active developer community and regular release cycles indicate and encourage further library development. PyQtGraph’s support cycle is synchronized with the NEP-29 standard, ensuring most popular scientific python modules are continually compatible with each release.

PyQtGraph is available through PyPI (https://pypi.org/project/pyqtgraph/), conda-forge (https://anaconda.org/conda-forge/pyqtgraph) and GitHub (https://github.com/pyqtgraph/pyqtgraph).
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Introduction

The benefits of interactive exploration of scientific data were recognized as soon as computer systems gained graphical displays. While early implementations like the PRIM-9 system of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center were only available to large installations, more affordable microcomputers soon found their place in smaller laboratories also[4][5], controlling experiments and recording data.

Software packages designed to acquire and process this data soon appeared, with MATLAB[6] and LabView[7] both implementing graphical representation of data from their very first versions. The latter was designed to enable data acquisition, processing and visualization all in the framework of a single program. This approach remains common in fields like statistics where the tools for interaction with data are reasonably well-defined. In other areas, the advent of high-level programming languages like Java and Python has enabled researchers to create the tools for their specific needs with reasonable time investment. This is facilitated by a continuously growing open-source infrastructure that provides resources addressing anything from mathematical methods to full-scale laboratory data infrastructure[9], [10].

With less need to recreate existing solutions, it becomes feasible to implement software aiming to reduce turn-around times of iterated experiments: A traditional view of the scientific method envisions a sequence of detailed experiment design, pain-staking note-taking, followed by an exhaustive evaluation resulting in a revised experiment. However, when experiments can be optimized over a wide parameter space, the evaluation quickly becomes the dominant factor. Even for established experimental parameters, external factors such as degraded performance of equipment result in a significant loss of time if they are discovered only in subsequent evaluation.

The solution is to provide immediate feedback to the researcher throughout the experiments, and data visualization has long proven its effectiveness in this regard [Friendly 2008]. A challenge lies in providing tools for a detailed inspection of interesting data while new information continues to arrive at rates that for extreme cases are counted in Gb/s even after preselection[11]. These tools also need to provide the flexibility to handle data that falls outside the range expected in design, as this is the most likely to indicate failures or to provide the sought-after discovery.

Here we present a visualization library created with these goals in mind. Although written in Python to allow for easy expansion, a close integration with the cross-platform Qt UI framework[12] it provides the capability to interactively handle datasets of hundreds of thousands of points, or live representation of high-resolution camera data.
**Approach**

**Python**

The Python programming language enjoys a large popularity in scientific research due ease of entry and a robust standard library combined with access to very comprehensive numerical computing packages. This makes Python an attractive alternative to established computational tools such as MATLAB[6] and Mathematica.

The set of most commonly used scientific computing tools in Python are commonly referred to as the SciPy stack. This refers to SciPy, NumPy, and a variety of other libraries that use the NumPy *ndarray* data structure as a container for vectorized operations. The *ndarray* gives developers a high level API to low-level operations with excellent performance. This API allows NumPy and SciPy to provide a wide variety of standard numerical computing operations, all of which are very efficient and help overcome the performance penalty of working with Python as a cross-platform, interpreted, dynamically typed language.

**Qt**

The Qt framework is a GUI platform written in C++ that allows the creation of cross-platform applications with a single shared code-base. Comprehensive Python bindings (PyQt) expose the complete Qt API. Here, the specific section of interest is the GraphicsView framework, which provides a surface for managing and interacting with a large number of custom-made 2D graphical items, with support for zooming and rotation[13]. PyQtGraph is built on this foundation to extend the SciPy stack with performant cross-platform visualization.

**Implementation**

GraphicsView renders line segments in a freely scaled coordinate system through QPainterPath objects. The rendering performance of PyQtGraph results from optimized code to create such paths directly from NumPy ndarrays describing sets of \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates. One illustrative example tightly interfaces with Qt’s internal pointers through QPolygonF objects to offer significant speedups for QPainterPath generation. They use NumPy’s structured array functionality to efficiently create a binary compatible structure that can serve as an input stream to a QPainterPath item (see the Appendix section for details). This QPainterPath is then drawn to the screen by the Graphics View framework. Note that while arrayToQPolygonF is a trivial example of NumPy/Qt integration, a much more complex usage can be found [here](#).
CAPABILITIES

All 2d line rendering functions that handle large quantities start with NumPy arrays and become painter paths through the powerful arrayToQPath conversion. This generic NumPy-to-Qt data translator covers all common plotting requirements. Figure 1 shows a demonstration from the suite of examples. All graphs included in this paper were generated using PyQtGraph’s interactive export functions, which can store both bitmaps and vector formats, or provide access to the raw plotted data.

Plot Types

PyQtGraph shows all plots within a PlotItem object consisting of a ViewBox equipped with a set of axes. This allows dynamic pan and zoom through the transforms of Qt’s GraphicsView, with no need to regenerate the QPainterPath objects. Individual elements of the plot are represented by graphics items that share the same coordinate systems and shown in any combination and drawing order.

PyQtGraph represents line plots as PlotCurveItem objects and offers typical functionality such as color, width and dashing. "Shadow pen" lines can be underlaid for additional contrast.

Scatter plot items are assigned a default shape, color and size per data set, but each point can also have a unique attributes. Shapes are pre-rendered and cached to optimize performance when the underlying dataset is updated. Depending on the application, symbols can be set to scale with the view or maintain constant size. Functionality is included for items in scatter plots to recognize mouse hover events.

Plots can be extended by both horizontal and vertical error bars and annotated by text labels. Built in routines can also transform the plotted data to provide logarithmic scaling, Fourier transforms, and to show the gradient dy/dt directly over t or as a phase map over y.

Bar graphs and images also make use of this framework and can be added to the same PlotItem, although they are more commonly used separately. Users can also create QPainterPath objects to add their own graphical elements using the well-documented methods of the Qt Graphics View framework. PyQtGraph’s suite of examples[14] illustrates this with some demonstrations.

Performance

We evaluated the plotting performance for line plots of randomly generated datasets of different length. Figure 2 shows the time taken from setting new data to the completion of the drawing process for 1 to 100 separate curves ranging from 100 to 10 million points. We find that even on common hardware, a curve with 10,000 points can be drawn in less than 10 ms, and an update rate of 60 Hz can be maintained up to approximately 30,000 points. Adding more curves introduces additional overhead, such that the same number of 10,000 points, plotted over 100 curves of 100 points each, increases the update time to just below 40 ms. Nevertheless, the number of points in each of the 100 curves can be increased to close to 3,000 before the update rate falls below 10 frames per second (FPS). At this point, the majority of time is spent processing line segments, and their distribution across different numbers of curves is of secondary importance: A single curve allows for 200,000 points to be displayed at 10 FPS.

Plotting the results as the update time divided by the overall number of data points further illustrates this. As the total number of points approaches 100,000, where the more or less fixed overhead of the Qt drawing process is no longer significant, the update times converges to approximately 200 ns per point drawn for both 10 curves and 100 curves. We attribute the increased update time for a single curve to the larger set of data that needs to be handled simultaneously, which may lead to caching issues.

Although the detailed result will vary with platform, system, and data, we consider these results to provide a good reference for the performance that can be expected from PyQtGraph.

Images and Regions of Interest

PyQtGraph also provides the means to display images and other multi-dimensional data. Handling streams of such data, as in live video, is similarly enabled by efficient NumPy methods that convert the input data into a binary representation that can be used directly by the Qt framework. Various analysis and processing tools interact with the image arrays, for example regions of interest (ROIs), look-up tables (LUT) for color-mapped display, or histograms.

Image Views

The principal object in displaying images, ImageItem, accepts 2-dimensional (interpreted as grayscale) or 3-dimensional (either color or color and alpha) data of any numeric type. Stored in NumPy arrays, this data can be pre-processed efficiently using any available functions in the SciPy stack. Subtracting a background, for instance, is simply a matter of subtracting the reference frame. This input is then processed by ImageItem and converted into Qt’s QImage format for rapid display. A range of colormaps are provided to enhance detail perception, and can be altered interactively in levels and colors through a HistogramLUTItem.

Fig. 2: Line speed benchmark. The time to render 1, 10 or 100 lines of data is shown for varying numbers of points per line. All data was created using an AMD 5900x Ryzen 9 CPU. Left: Time per update over points per curve. The thresholds for achieving 10 and 60 frames/s are shown by horizontal lines. Right: Update time per point, plotted over the total number of points. For more than 100,000 points, the line-ploting time becomes dominant, and the results converge to 200 ns per point for both 10 and 100 curves, while plotting all points as a single curve increases the time to 500–600 ns per point.
ROIs
A common image analysis task is to define a ROI in a larger original image. This is supported by multiple interactive objects (LineROI, CircleROI, PolygonROI, and others), which provide NumPy slice objects that reference the selected region within the image array. Once extracted, the relevant data can then be further processed. Magnification, live plotting, FFTs and custom analysis are all simple to implement. Multiple ROIs can be bound together in groups to provide background correction or region comparisons both within a single image stream or across many. These ROI objects remain interactive while attached to the image, so that resizing, moving and rotating a ROI can prompt immediate updates of all subsequent plotting and analysis interfaces.

Performance
Numerous factors play into the final performance of a video stream. Data type conversions, LUTs, scaling, and any custom pre-processing all need to occur for each frame, and the computational effort typically scales with image size. A minimum of 20 FPS is generally required for a usable interactive video stream, although 60 FPS is preferred in many applications. In some cases, data can be directly passed to the built-in methods of Qt’s QImage. Otherwise ImageItem relies on the core function `makeARGB` to efficiently convert data types, order data properly, rescale levels and apply a LUT if desired (see the Appendix section for details).

When integrated as a widget in a Qt application (Figure 4), we typically find ImageItem to display an image 75–150 times faster than the FigureCanvas provided by Matplotlib, a plotting library that emphasizes graphical quality over speed.

Some share of the image processing is by necessity done in the primary event thread of the Qt application, as that thread requires full access to the data to be displayed. Other calculations can be moved to other threads to improve performance and maintain the responsiveness of the UI. For example, larger images can be downsampled before handing them to the main thread for display. This multi-threading consideration extends throughout the application, and any excessive use of the event thread will impact image display performance.

To further accelerate the handling of large datasets, PyQtGraph can make use of a GPU substrate in one of two ways: GLImageItem or CuPy. GLImageItem, while limited in its interactivity, employs OpenGL for rendering. The CuPy library, a drop-in replacement for NumPy, moves array processing tasks to a CUDA-enabled GPU. This is not beneficial in all applications, since the cost of copying the image data between system memory and the GPU needs to be amortized by a sufficient number of calculations. In the context of image processing, we find that CuPy
Parameter objects encapsulate a value type and allow registering callbacks, performing input validation, and more. However, integrate the user with the testing space, quickly and without large a laborious process. Parameter trees assist in creating a tool to operation without testing multiple combinations of image types, be difficult to tell the appropriate kernel size for a morphological space in the search for viable solutions. For instance, it might algorithmic parameters can help to rapidly reduce the exploration while a spinbox is changing its value) or after the value has settled. value changes allow results to be recalculated immediately (i.e., dynamically instantiated or removed. Callbacks for user actions or traits mimics a Python dictionary, they can function as a drop- for editing text, numeric, list-like, and custom data depending on the parameter type. Parameters can be grouped, linked, and dynamically instantiated or removed. Callbacks for user actions or value changes allow results to be recalculated immediately (i.e., while a spinbox is changing its value) or after the value has settled. Parameter trees can save and load their states hierarchically to easily create persistent configuration files. Since accessing parameters mimics a Python dictionary, they can function as a drop-in replacement for programmatically adjusted settings rather than forcing users to interface through widgets alone.

Interactivity

Event Driven GUI

The Qt framework is event driven, which allows PyQtGraph to provide seamless mouse interaction. This also enables users to develop their own desired behavior in response to mouse move, hover, leave, enter, double-click, zoom, or drag events. Almost every aspect of PyQtGraph interacts with the Qt events, or provides its own in response to e.g. axis adjustments or changes to a selected region. This interactivity is a core component of the Qt framework, and adding such behavior to a plot in PyQtGraph is no more complicated than generating the plot in the first place.

Responsiveness at scale

Recognizing zoom events enables resolution-aware downsampling of the plotted data. Multiple available methods provide different trade-offs of accuracy against performance, and include a "peak" display that precisely captures the minima and maxima of the data, a "mean" over the down-sampled interval, and a fast "sub-sample" that displays only 1 in N data points. Zooming into the view automatically reveals more detail of the dataset.

Parameter Trees

Another common requirement for user interaction is a mechanism to interact with for configuration settings or algorithm parameters. PyQtGraph provides this capability through the ParameterTree object which hosts any number of Parameters. Similar to traitlets, PyQtGraph’s Parameter objects encapsulate a value type and allow registering callbacks, performing input validation, and more. However, Parameters are different in that most are coupled to a widget representation, i.e., allowing users to easily update the values graphically. Parameter objects can be created through a simple Python dictionary listing its specifications (type, value, and traits such as ‘readonly’ or value range). It is then bound to a Qt widget for editing text, numeric, list-like, and custom data depending on the parameter type. Parameters can be grouped, linked, and dynamically instantiated or removed. Callbacks for user actions or value changes allow results to be recalculated immediately (i.e., while a spinbox is changing its value) or after the value has settled. Parameter trees can save and load their states hierarchically to easily create persistent configuration files. Since accessing parameters mimics a Python dictionary, they can function as a drop-in replacement for programmatically adjusted settings rather than forcing users to interface through widgets alone.

Examples

Rapid iteration of processing parameters

Figure 5 shows such a parameter tree in use. In applications such as image processing, immediate feedback for a choice of algorithmic parameters can help to rapidly reduce the exploration space in the search for viable solutions. For instance, it might be difficult to tell the appropriate kernel size for a morphological operation without testing multiple combinations of image types, parameter values, and more. These factors often make fine-tuning a laborious process. Parameter trees assist in creating a tool to integrate the user with the testing space, quickly and without large amounts of boilerplate code. Using callbacks to provide immediate response, workable parameter combinations can be explored, and candidate solutions can be stored to configuration files, both for comparison to alternative approaches and for application to specific data types.

Fig. 5: Sample use of parameter trees for user interaction, where various image processing parameters can be quickly updated. The displayed image reflects these changes in real-time.

Model Prototyping

The supplementary information contains a similar application of PyQtGraph’s capabilities to a machine learning model. Here the parameter trees allows tuning aspects of the input data, model structure and output formats. The plotting functions provide live feedback for how these changes affect model accuracy, greatly assisting a rapid prototyping process.

Monitoring of real-time data

Visualization can provide immediate feedback on measurement results and the operational state of the equipment involved. Figure 6 shows an application of the opportunities provided by PyQtGraph’s interactive facilities in this application. For most applications, no data reduction is necessary to maintain smooth display of a sufficiently large buffer, and no additional code is needed to alternate between monitoring of new data and close inspection of specific events.

Additional examples

The supplementary information includes video demonstrations of two additional applications that make heavy use of PyQtGraph functionality to explore spectral data and to visualize volumetric data representing the 3d structure of multilayer circuit boards.

Software Development

The original motivation for pyqtgraph was in data acquisition software, where there is a need to be able to display video and plots with realtime frame rates and interactivity that allows data exploration. Interactivity was highly important; the established matplotlib library already existed and was excellent for visualizing data in a way that tells a particular story. New data, though, doesn’t have this story yet. You want to be able to slice it
def ndarray_from_qpolygonf(polyline):
    # polyline.data() will be None if the pointer was null.
    # voidptr(None) is the same as voidptr(0).
    vp = Qt.compat.voidptr(polyline.data(), len(polyline)*2*8, True)
    return np.frombuffer(vp, dtype=np.float64).reshape((-1, 2))

def create_qpolygonf(size):
    polyline = QtGui.QPolygonF()
    if hasattr(polyline, 'resize'):
        # (PySide) and (PyQt6 >= 6.3.1)
        polyline.resize(size)
    else:
        polyline.fill(QtCore.QPointF(), size)
    return polyline

def arrayToQPolygonF(x, y):
    
    Utility function to convert two 1D-NumPy arrays representing curve data
    (X-axis, Y-axis data) into a single open polygon (QtGui.PolygonF) object.
    
    # Validation asserts both x and y are same-shaped and 1D, not shown here
    size = x.size
    polyline = create_qpolygonf(size)
    memory = ndarray_from_qpolygonf(polyline)
    memory[:, 0] = x
    memory[:, 1] = y
    return polyline

TABLE I: PyQtGraph source code for the core arrayToQPolygonF function.

---

Fig. 6: Monitoring and diagnostic of a (simulated) experiment with intermittent failures. Incoming data at 100 samples/s for two measurement channels is recorded into a rolling 5,000 point buffer and continuously displayed at 30 frames/s. When a failure is observed, it can quickly be brought into focus with simple mouse interactions (click-and-drag and mousewheel zoom) for inspection, or to record accurate time stamps. Afterwards, a single click returns the view to automatic scaling without loss of any incoming data.

OUTLOOK

With a growing number of both maintainers and contributors, PyQtGraph is well positioned to take advantage of technological developments. The support of hardware acceleration in recent versions of NumPy has already been used to add CUDA integration to some time-critical code, but there is still plenty of potential for further improvements to performance and capabilities. Increased use of multi-threaded patterns is a goal in this respect, both throughout the library, and in user code supported by appropriate
import cupy as cp
import numpy as np

def makeARGB(data, lut=None, levels=None, scale=None, useRGBA=False, output=None):
    # condensed variant, full code at:
    # https://github.com/pyqtgraph/pyqtgraph/blob/pyqtgraph-0.12.0/pyqtgraph/functions.py#L1102-L1331
    xp = cp.get_array_module(data) if cp else np
    nanMask = None
    if data.dtype.kind == "f" and xp.isnan(data.min()):
        nanMask = xp.isnan(data)
    # Scaling
    if isinstance(levels, xp.ndarray) and levels.ndim == 2:
        newData = xp.empty(data.shape, dtype=int)
        for i in range(data.shape[-1]):
            minVal, maxVal = levels[i]
            if minVal == maxVal:
                maxVal = xp.nextafter(maxVal, 2 * maxVal)
            if xp == cp:  # cupy.take only supports "wrap" mode
                newData[..., i] = (data[..., i] - minVal) * (scale / rng)
                data = newData
            else:
                minVal, maxVal = levels
                rng = maxVal - minVal
                data = (data - minVal) * (scale / rng)
    # LUT
    if xp == cp:  # cupy.take only supports "wrap" mode
        data = cp.take(lut, xp.clip(data, 0, lut.shape[0] - 1), axis=0)
    else:
        data = np.take(lut, data, axis=0, mode='clip')
    imgData = output
    if useRGBA:
        order = [0, 1, 2, 3]  # array comes out RGBA
    else:
        order = [2, 1, 0, 3]  # channels line up as BGR in the final image.
    # attempt to use library function to copy data into image array
    fastpath_success = try_fastpath_argb(xp, data, imgData, useRGBA)
    if fastpath_success:
        pass
    elif data.ndim == 2:
        for i in range(3):
            imgData[..., i] = data
    elif data.shape[2] == 1:
        for i in range(3):
            imgData[..., i] = data[..., 0]
    else:
        for i in range(0, data.shape[2]):
            if data.ndim != 3 or data.shape[2] != 4:
                imgData[..., 3] = 255
                if nanMask is not None:
                    if xp == cp:  # Workaround for https://github.com/cupy/cupy/issues/4693
                        imgData[nanMask, :, 3] = 0
                    else:
                        imgData[nanMask, 3] = 0
            imgData = output

    return imgData

TABLE 2: PyQtGraph source code for the core makeARGB function. For brevity, edge cases and null checks have been omitted.

Execution takes two ndarray objects of the same length, representing x- and y-coordinates for a series of line segments. A QPolygonF object is instantiated and resized to store enough points that represent the x- and y-coordinates that were passed in. From there, a void-pointer of the QPolygonF’s internal memory is retrieved in a NumPy format allowing easy assignment of the user data. Lastly, we fill that NumPy array with the x- and y-coordinates that were initially provided. In this process, we went from NumPy arrays representing x- and y-coordinates to a QPolygonF object without performing any serialization, iteration or casting.
Implementation of makeARGB

The function makeARGB provides the data conversions used in displaying image data. It is included here as Table 2 to show the approach and the integration of CUDA GPU support discussed in section.

The segment of memory within a QImage object that will ultimately be displayed on the screen can be accessed and written to as a contiguous, row-major, 3-dimensional NumPy ndarray of unsigned 8-bit integers; i.e. the red, green and blue color values and alpha value of each pixel, one row at a time. With this array as the output target, an incoming image data goes through a number of processing steps. Many of the steps are only conditionally executed, depending on the shape and type of the incoming data, as well as the use of LUTs or rescaling. Some of the respective branches and decision trees have been omitted here for brevity. In a best-case scenario, the incoming data is already in the correct format, and the steps converting data type and element order can then also be omitted. The CuPy library provides CUDA support by replicating large sections of NumPy functionality, allowing for near-identical code paths. The two if-statements seen here address the lack of a ‘clip’ mode in CuPy’s ‘take’ function, as well as differing behavior for masks as indices.
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